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ABSTRACT: Induction motors have been widely used in the industry for a long time due to its easy build, high 
robustness and generally satisfactory efficient. Multi-segment sliding mode control method is more suitable than 
sliding mode control method. Multi-segment sliding mode control method consists a four segment but sliding mode 
control used only one segment for different arrangement. MSSMC method is very effective to control the system 
because it requires the many advantages like insensitivity to parameter variations, external disturbance rejection, and 
fast dynamic responses. The comparison will be carried out between MSSMC simulation results and literature results. 
MSSMC techniques have been applied an induction motor, or compare performance under different loading condition. 
The disadvantage of multi-segment sliding mode controller is chattering effect. To overcome this above problem, 
different smart control techniques like ANN, FLC, and GA have been developed. The ANN based MSSMC, Fuzzy 
based MSSMC and GA based MSSMC is used to reduce the chattering effect for different loading condition. But, 
FMSSMC and ANN based MSSMC gives better performance only for fixed parameters. So, ANN based MSSMC 
design is replaced by Genetic Algorithm based MSSMC to overcome the limitation of the same. 
 
KEYWORDS: Incremental motion control, position control, velocity control, sliding mode control, induction motor. 

I. INTRODUCTION 
 

In past year, dc motors have been widely used in industry. The Mechanical commutators and brush assembly to 
make dc motor much more expensive as compare to ac motor. The mechanical commutators are produced undesirable 
spark, which are not allowed in some applications. This is the disadvantages of D.C. motor. The solution of this 
problem to use ac drives. In ac drives also include two motors like synchronous motor and induction motor. I.M has 
been widely used in the industry. Here, several advantages of I.M consist like simple construction, reliable and 
relatively low cost, high efficiency and high robustness. The various application of I.M in industry like paper and 
textile mills, machine tools, robotics, heat pumps, rolling mills, etc. [8]  

Various control techniques of I.M drives are scalar control, vector or field-oriented control, direct torque control, and 
flux oriented control. It is difficult to construct because of the parameter variations due to the uncertain external 
disturbances, and this performance PI-type control method are not robust to control the variations of external 
disturbances, parameters variation during operation. [12]  

Sliding-mode control (SMC) method is very effective way to control a system because it require the many 
advantages such as insensitivity to parameter variations, external disturbance rejection, and fast dynamic responses. 
The load can be move at a desired position and hold it there until a subsequent motion command is initiated. This kind 
of start and stop motion is called incremental motion. One of the most commonly used speed command profiles is the 
trapezoidal speed command profile. These speed command profile includes three parts:  (i) constant acceleration; (ii) 
constant speed; and (iii) constant deceleration. In SMC technique, constant acceleration and velocity cannot be 
designed. [13] 
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Multi-segment sliding mode control method is more suitable than the Sliding mode control method for the 
incremental motion control of I.M. It is also very interesting to know that, here, as we are using the MS-SMC not the 
SMC so the reaching phase of the SMC does not exist over here, because the system dynamics are itself in a sliding 
mode at the start. The robustness of the controlled system can be assured from start to finish. MS-SMC techniques have 
been applied an I.M., or compare the performance under different loading condition. The chattering effect is the main 
disadvantage of multi-segment sliding mode control. This chattering can be eliminated by using smart control 
techniques like fuzzy logic controller, artificial neural network and Genetic algorithm. The study of Genetic algorithm 
based MS-SMC for velocity and position control of I.M. is presented. [17]  

The design of FMS-SMC and ANN based MS-SMC provide reliable performance only for fixed parameter. Thus, 
study of Genetic algorithm is presented. GA works on coding of the parameter to be optimized and gives global 
optimum solution. [17] 

II. RELATED WORK 
 Fundamentals of 3 phase induction motor servo drive: 

Anup Kumar Singh, Nallapaneni Manoj Kumar, Swapnajit Pattnaik, K. Vinay Reddy had discussed For controlling the 
input current and to increase the input power factor, Generalized Scalar Pulse Width Modulation (GSPWM) technique 
is used which also has reduced the tracking error as well as the losses. And to control the output voltage, SVPWM 
technique is used. It has also been shown that the stator current is approximately sinusoidal which contains fewer 
harmonics as desired. V/F controlling is being done efficiently. Also, the input power factor obtained with the proposed 
technique comes out to be almost unity which also shows the effectiveness of the proposed technique [8]. 

 Mathematical modelling of 3-phase Induction motor: 
Muhammad Junaid Asif et all Work presented here is a dynamic model of an induction motor. Dynamic modeling 
plays an important role for studying the transient analysis of motor because static modeling cannot be used to analyze 
the steady state behavior of the machine. Three phase voltage is given to the motor. Simulation is done by using the 
Simulink/MATLAB because it gives more efficient results and involves small simulation time as compared to other 
computer software. In this paper we studied the torque vs. speed behavior of the machine. For this purpose we use the 
Clarkes transformation to convert the three phase quantities in to two phase quantities. The output taken from the 
systems are in the form of α and β components of both rotor and stator currents, electrical torque and armature power of 
the induction machine [10]. 

 Different Techniques for speed control of 3-phase Induction Motor: 
Muhammad Asad, Muhammad Arif This presented the FPI controller and its implementation for the controlling speed 
of induction motor (IM). The results of FPI are compared with the classical PI controller which shows the improvement 
in the response in terms of speed of induction motor. Results can be further improved by Optimizing rule matrix with 
different possible optimization techniques [12]. 

 Concepts of sliding mode control for 3-phase Induction Motor: 
HUANG Peng,HUANG Lei,MIAO Changyun introduced a multi-segment sliding mode control method for a 
permanent magnet synchronous motor (PMSM). To solve the problem of parameter variations and load disturbance in 
servo control system, the method to design sliding mode controller was analyzed thoroughly. Multisegment sliding 
mode controller was proposed with the ability to improve robustness of the system effectively. Experimental results 
show that the system with multi-segment sliding mode controller has good robustness and fast response [14]. 

 Different Methods for parameter tuning for MS-SMC: 
Junhui Zhao, Caisheng Wang, Le Yi Wang presents and discusses the design and performance comparison of different 
sliding mode speed controllers for vector controlled induction motors. The design of a sliding mode controller (SMC) 
with classic sliding surface, a SMC with integration sliding surface and a proposed integration SMC with fuzzy logic 
control (FLC) are given and compared. This paper presents and discusses the design and performance comparison of 
different sliding mode speed controllers for vector controlled induction motors. The design of a sliding mode controller 
(SMC) with classic sliding surface, a SMC with integration sliding surface and a proposed integration SMC with fuzzy 
logic control (FLC) are given and compared [15]. 
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W.-D. Chou, F.-J. Lin and K.-K. Shyu presented An incremental motion control problem, specified by a trapezoidal 
speed command profile using multi-segment sliding mode control (MSSMC), is proposed to control an induction motor 
(IM) servo drive. Since the control gains in the MSSMC are fixed, chattering responses occur due to large external load 
disturbances. Therefore, a real-time genetic algorithm (GA) is developed to tune the control gains online. A field-
oriented control IM servo drive is implemented an4 each segment of the multi-segment switching surface is designed 
so as to match the corresponding part of the trapezoidal speed command profile. [16] 

 

III. INCREMENTAL MOTION CONTROL OF AN INDUCTION MOTOR [4] 
 
The incremental motion is to move an object at rest at time t0 to a fixed desired position θd at time td , and then stop 

it. The control process is subjected to the desired velocity and acceleration. So the incremental motion control is 
performed under velocity control in obedience to a desired velocity profile, whereas stopping is done by position 
control mode. One first has to select a velocity profile which rapidly changes the load position in discrete step. The 
velocity profile (i.e., the motor and load angular velocity as a function of time) should satisfy the motion constraints 
of the system. The velocity and acceleration limitations are generally taken into consideration for the determination of 
velocity profile.  
     To satisfy the velocity and acceleration limitations, a trapezoidal velocity profile is usually used. The trapezoidal 

velocity profile is shown in Fig.1. It can             
be seen that the trapezoidal velocity profile is 
composed of three parts: acceleration (from time t0 to 
t1), run (from time t1 to t2), and deceleration (from 
time t2 to t3).  
 
             Unfortunately, it is not easy to control the 
motor motion in accordance with the given 
trapezoidal profile. Because of the system dynamics 
are subjected to unknown load perturbations. 
Therefore, the object here is to design a multi-
segment sliding mode controller according to the 
trapezoidal velocity profile shown in Fig.1,               

          Fig.1 Trapezoidal velocity profile for incremental motion 
(1) Acceleration segment (acceleration=θd1); (2) run segment (velocity=θd); and (3) deceleration segment 
(deceleration=θd2), so that the motor rotates in obedience to the trapezoidal velocity profile despite of the load 
perturbation. 

IV. BLOCK DIAGRAM REPRESENTATION & SYSTEM DESCRIPTION OF THE PROPOSED CONTROLLER [16] 
 

The block diagram of the proposed robust control scheme is presented in Fig. 2. The MSSMC is composed of two 
modes: (i) the speed control mode, represented by the blocks acceleration, constant speed, deceleration & speed 
control strategy and (ii) the position control mode represented by the blocks position & position control strategy. The 
speed control mode is used to drive the rotor to the desired position, while the position control mode is used to hold 
the rotor at the desired position.  
With a specified rotor position θd, which is assumed to be a constant, one first defines the position error and its 
derivative as.  
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Fig.2 Multi-segment SMC-based incremental motion control for IM system 
 

V. PARAMETER TUNING BY USING GENETIC ALGORITHM [3] 
 
{1} Genetic algorithms are optimization technique, which is inspired by natural selection and natural genetics. It 

differs from other technique by providing number of candidate solution rather than one candidate solution. Each 
candidate solution of problem is represented by individual. Population is defined as group of individuals. The process 
of GA is initialized with a population of random guesses. GA includes operators such as reproduction, crossover, 
mutation, inversion. The different Genetic Algorithm parameters are listed below: 

 
Table 1 Genetic Algorithm parameters 
 

Population Size 100 
Maximum number of 
Generation 

50 

Length of genotype 9 
Crossover probability 0.8 
Mutation probability 0.001 

 
Whatever assumption has taken which is mention in 

this table. 
 

{2} Procedure for GAPSS implementation [7] 
 
Step 1: Represent the problem variable domain as a 

chromosome of a fixed length, choose the size of a 
chromosome of population popsize (number of 
individuals), the crossover probability pcross, the 
mutation probability pm, and the termination criteria 
maxgen. 

Step 2: Randomly generate an initial population of 
chromosomes within the specified upper & lower limit 
values of the parameters. In this work 9 control gains 
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(parameters),  [a1, b1, a2, b2, a3, b3, a4, b4,to] are being tuned with the help of GA. And here popsize =100 is defined. 
So, the initial populations of phenotypes are represented in the form of [100 ×9] matrix. 

Step 3: Evaluation and selection work on phenotype space, while Genetic operators work on genotype (binary 
string) space. So, Conversion of phenotypes to binary string is done by decoding every individual created of popsize.  

Step 4: Define a fitness function to measure the performance, or fitness, of an individual chromosome in the 
problem domain. The fitness function establishes the basis for selecting chromosomes that will be mated during 
reproduction. The fitness function followed from [11] Ffit is defined as follows: 

 
 
 

    Step 5: Evaluate the fitness of each individual of population using the fitness function. The objective here is to 
minimize the fitness function. 
    Step 6: Reproduce population of networks (chromosomes) generated according to their fitness.  
    Step 7: Select a pair of chromosomes for mating from the current population. Parent chromosomes are selected with 
a probability related to their fitness. 
    Step 8: Create a pair of offspring chromosomes by applying the genetic operators, crossover and mutation. 
    Step 9: Insert the created offspring chromosomes in the new population. 
    Step 10: Repeat Step 7 until the size of the new chromosome population becomes equal to the size of the initial 
population, popsize. 
    Step 11: Replace the initial (parent) chromosome population with the new (offspring) population. 
    Step 12: Go to Step 5, to evaluate new created offspring and repeat the process until the termination criterion is 
satisfied, maximum number of generation is met (maxgen). 
 

VI. SIMULATION & RESULTS 
 
Here, we had take results for conventional control of MS-SMC. After that applied GA in MS-SMC and compare its 

results with conventional control of MS-SMC.  
 

 
Fig. 3 Simulation model for Conventional control of MS_SMC for IM          Fig. 4 Velocity Control of MS-SMC with 3.5 Nm Load Torque 

 

In fig. 3 we can see simulation part of multi segment sliding mode control which is implemented in Induction motor. 
So, We can give different types of torque by load torque block and get waveform at different load. 

In fig. 4 and fig. 5 waveform is taken for 3.5 Nm load torque.  
For fitness function GA based simulation is added which is in fig. 6. 
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FIG. 5 POSITION CONTROL OF MS-SMC WITH 3.5 NM LOAD TORQUE                       FIG. 6 FITNESS FUNCTION FOR GA BASED SIMULATION 

In fig. 6 and fig. 7 waveform comparison are shown. By that we can see GA based control and conventional control 
of velocity as well as position.  

Comparative analysis of Simulation model for GA based Parameter tuning of MS-SMC along with Conventional 
control strategy for IM.  

 
Fig. 7 Velocity Response Comparisons for TL=3.5 NM                                          Fig. 8 Position Response Comparisons for TL=3.5 NM 
 
 
After Comparing all the result genetic algorithm based parameter tuning provides reduced chattering in comparisons 

with the conventional control strategy. 

VII. CONCLUSION  
 
Trapezoidal speed command profile of MS-SMC system for an IM servo drive has been presented. It has three parts: 

(i) constant acceleration, (ii) constant speed and (iii) constant deceleration. The dynamics of the multi-segment sliding 
mode controlled IM servo drive fully satisfied the desired speed and acceleration of the rotor in the speed control mode 
of the incremental motion. Also, the proposed MS-SMC system is invariant to perturbations. In addition, a real-time 
GA has been proposed and implemented for on-line tuning of the control gains in the MS-SMC. As a consequence, 
chattering in the torque current commands is significantly reduced for the GA-based MS-SMC scheme. It has Good 
dynamic responses of the rotor position are maintained with regard to external load disturbance. The validity of the 
proposed control schemes has been examined by simulation and experimentations on IM servo drive. We can further 
compare it with different strategy. Also it can compare with Hardware results.   
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